I. Roll Call
-Speaker Dumbauld calls meeting to order at 4:02PM

II. Old Business and Discussion
A. Desk Chairs In Cuneo and Picnic Tables on Quad
Sen. Meis: I was looking at space and I think the space is there and I am just going to leave it at that.
Sen. Mifsud: I want to refer this to F&T, it has to do with facilities and I think that this is perfect for F&T.
Sen. Wild: I want to refer this too justice.
Speaker Dumbauld: We are going to vote on referring this to F&T.
-Picnic tables are given to F&T.
B. Activation of The Constitutional Review Committee (Special)
Speaker Dumbauld: We need to approve the constitution review committee.
Sen. Sallese: I think the articles are important so let’s activate this.
Speaker Dumbauld: All in favor to activate this committee.
-Committee is activated.
Sen. Mannam: I can send you by laws to look over and see what we had.
C. Office Hours Revision Act
Speaker Dumbauld: We are going into speeches of affirmation and negation on the Office Hours Revision Act.
Sen. Meis: We have had a lot of negative talk about the office hours and this is a great way to network and get our name out there and represent ourselves.
-The Office Hours Revision Act is approved 28-0-2.

III. Approval of the Minutes
- Minutes are approved

IV. Standing Committees
1. Academic Affairs (Hornik)
   1) We are tabling for MAP, Dec. 5th so come by, it is Christmas themed, 12-4PM.
2. Allocations (Mannam)
   1) We are done for the semester, had our last hearings and no appeals submitted so great job team. I was speaking to our advisor and we are looking at more visual options.
3. Facilities and Transportation (Wild)
   1) We are working on a lot of things and Joe is working on stuff for 8Ride, the android app for 8Ride has launched and the iPhone app is coming out later and legislation to just start every meeting with a joke, Homira is working on the harry potter room and getting more lighting and then the IC 3rd floor we
are working on computer space and the EMT golf cart is having problems and working with RCDC with almond milk in dining halls. Hannah is getting an event for us going and Lily is our outreach and working on media and we are getting a meeting with George. Nick offered to take us out where they do the work issues and there is room for 10 people and then we are doing a biodiesel lab tour and setting tabling tonight and Nick offered free of charge to put lit banners up on the shuttles.

4. Justice (Mifsud)
   1) Tabling tomorrow from 4-7pm for the dining hall workers and we will have cookies and come out and write a thank you note and we will deliver it.

5. RCDC (Diop)
   1) The silk milk is the alternative to regular milk and it has soy milk and other dairy alternatives and it is in the dining halls. Doing rambler recovery week and we will have to table with FRN and we are doing a Comcast survey.

6. Safety and Wellness (Joseph)
   1) We are working with Kimberly and we did tabling last Monday and people can vote on LIT and people came and asked questions and working on getting flyers using the QR codes, one big topic at the safety forum is the text that has been sent out it is no longer directed to the victim.

xx) The Judicial Board (Pine)
   1. If you are going to be late just notify Jake or myself and every time we pass something it will go through us and I want to congratulate you on the new legislation.

yy) The Executive Board (Chavez and Pine)
   1. VP Roberts: We are asking for help on stacking the MAP photo booth and it will be on LSC and WTC and it is a great opportunity for you getting in the habit of the new office hours and this is Dr. Rooney’s first semester and not necessarily telling them if they did a good job or not but just talking about how the students perceive the state of the student body.
   Pres. Chavez: I was hoping that we could get names and if you are available it is 30 min. shifts and I need four names and it is downtown and here and I’ll be doing it. It is 12th and 13th and it is 30 min. shifts, this is being done through university marketing and use the hashtag map matter. Update on the padfolio’s, I am working on it!
   VP Roberts: If you think the body needs something, let us know and we will bring it to attention and if you want to take out your planners and write that in please do that for our retreat next year!
   Pres. Chavez: Please use your winter break to be familiar with other campuses and please learn and use the time to investigate things and we are busy and please take that time.

zz) The Advisors Board (Moore and Mmeje)
   1. Advisor Moore: There is a lot of conversation and the election and there are people that are hurting and the office feels it is important to stand in
solidarity and the office of the dean of students is not a place you go and get in trouble and if you need assistance, this is in relationship to the Phoenix and the process of reporting gender based violence, so it is K.C. who spoke to you about it and it is really important for the office of the dean of students to put this in writing and explains what happens and what the process was and address the misinformation and we are deeply committed to assisting our survivors.

Sen. Joseph: The person at the wellness center made a outline of it.

Advisor Moore: We are committed to putting that on our website and so I have a self care tip and it is kind of long, there is a difference between giving up and letting go on something. Reads self care tip.

V. New Business and Discussion

1. Est. of Spring Elections Committee

Speaker Dumbauld: Think of people that can be on this committee.

Sen. Wild: I want to talk about having banners on the shuttles and maybe use the senate discretionary fund.

VP Roberts: Let me know who I should contact to help you out with that.

Advisor Moore: K.C. and I have not been copied on administration emails and those emails and we look like we don’t know what we are doing and I cannot reiterate how important it is and reaching out to various administration and CC’ing K.C and me.

Sen. Lurquin: Is anything going on with the removal of the computers on the IC?

Sen. Wild: We are working with administration on that.

CSO McNelis: I strongly encourage an adhoc to establish a bee friendly committee.

Sen. Wild: As I said, this is a great way for justice to do this and F&T can help.

CSO McNelis: I don’t want to throw this at a committee that may not be able to fully take it on but if you feel confident then ok.

Speaker Dumbauld: All in favor of referring this to the justice committee show of hands.

-Bee matter is deferred to justice committee.

Sec. Anderson: Suggesting white elephant after senate next Tuesday.

Sen. Ortega: A lot of people have been complaining about the chicken nuggets at late night.

Sen. Wild: People wanted healthier options.

Sen. Davidson: They are also under staffed at that time but we can bring it up.

Chief Justice Pine: Who is interested with helping relay for life? If you are Interested come see me.

Sen. Meis: 5th floor of Mundy, in the bathroom the sinks water just keeps running and it does it every time I’m in their and soap dispensers are broken.

Sen. Wild: I want to defer this to facility, this is a facility and I want to take care of it.

Speaker Dumbauld: Facilities is taking care of bathrooms.
Sen. Meis: I was researching for the picnic tables and the positive benefits and a bunch of stuff came up about outside classrooms and yes there are lots of problems but what are everyone’s thoughts?

Sen. Clarke: Let’s start with the tables but then work on outdoor classrooms.

Sen. Sallese: Can we write legislation?

Speaker Dumbauld: Yeah you can get it started.

AG Chmielewski: I love the idea of having tables and being outside is the last place I want to be when I’m studying and it is not a great place for that.

Sen. Meis: I just meant while that someone mentioned adhd and I was researching it and talked about the health benefits.

Sen. Sallese: Does it have to go through faculty staff?

Pres. Chavez: I would highly recommend that you reach out though.

Chief Justice Pine: I would contact them and see if they have any hints you can pick up on.

Sen. Ortega: The Wifi has been really shaky lately.

Sen. Clarke: They were suppose to switch to LUC and it might just be the fact that they didn’t fully get the software correct.

Sen. Mifsud: They are deleting the Loyola Wifi after break and deleting all cable from the residence halls and making a better Wifi and sometimes it sends me to the register page and they are working on it.

Sen. Makarious: Safety and wellness, I had a friend leave his backpack at lu’s and it got picked up and stolen and he talked to campus safety and they only keep footage for two hours and not 24 hours.


Sen. Wild: For those that are going abroad, I need your resignation following next senate, especially chairs.

VI. Announcements

1. Diop: We are tabling next week and it is holiday and last year my team won the relay for life so sign up.

Sec. Anderson: Sign up for recruitment.

Sen. Tawfic: If you are interested in going, tickets are on Loyola’s website so sign up it is very fun.

Sen. Sheu: I have heard that if you are at the downtown library, be careful and watch your stuff.

Sen. Diop: Rambler week is the week before finals and FRN is doing it so take your declining dollars and use them.

Sen. Lurquin: Constitutional review committee lets me after senate.

Sen. Mifsud: Tabling tomorrow from 4-7PM in Damen.

-Speaker Dumbauld adjourns the meeting at 5:21PM.